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Abstract:

The primary motive of this project is to make recommendations in relation to the
financial health of the stocks of Hero MotoCorp Limited (HEROMOTOCO.NS) and HDFC
Bank Limited (HDFCBANK.NS). In order to do this, the spot and future prices between
1st April ’19 to 30th March ’20 are to be analysed on the Daily, Weekly and Monthly
Frequencies, in order to find out which investingmethodology will work best in ensuring
greater returns for the same amount of risk. Apart from calculating Returns on the
aforementioned frequencies, these Returns will also be adjusted with the Treasury-Bill
Returns in order to calculate the Excess Returns. This is important as it paints a more
realistic picture of the situation and helps an investor in making more informed
decisions. Calculation of the Sharpe Ratio for each of these three frequencies will also
help us in ascertaining the investment method which will give the best returns for the
same amount of risk. Apart from the aforementioned work, Call Options are also
interpreted using their Standard Deviations so that they can be compared with the
actual quoted option prices.
All analysis has been done through extensive usage of Python (using the Numpy,
Pandas and Matplotlib Libraries). The key observations from the analysis is that the
highest Sharpe Ratio amongst stocks and futures was seen in the Far Month Futures
Contracts, when investment was made on a Monthly Basis.
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Hero MotoCorp Limited

(HEROMOTOCO.NS) 

SECTION 1: (UNDERLYING ASSETS- EQUITY)

1.1 UNDERLYING EQUITY ASSET INTRODUCTION

(a)Nature of business:

The world's biggest manufacturer of two-wheelers is Hero MotoCorp Limited. The company has

four manufacturing facilities at Dharuhera and Gurgaon in Haryana Haridwar in Uttarakhand

and Neemrana in Rajasthan. The firm is located in New Delhi, India. A range of bikes starting

from CD Dawn, CD Deluxe, Splendor Plus, Splendor NXG Passion, and Passion Pro are offered

by the company.

(b) Public or Private Ownership: It is a public sector owned company or it has public

ownership.

Holder's Name No of Shares % Share Holding
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Total No. of Shares 199749523 100%

Contribution of Promoters 69442081 34.76%

Contribution of ForeignInstitutions 66491234 33.29%

Contribution of NBanksMutualFunds 14916680 7.47%

Others 5099887 2.55%

Contribution of GeneralPublic 13069893 6.54%

Contribution of FinancialInstitutions 30729748 15.38%

(c) Company History and it’s background:
"Hero" is the brand name used by the Munjal brothers for their flagship company, Hero Cycles
Ltd. The company was formed between Honda Motor Company of Japan and Hero Group as
a joint venture company. They signed a joint collaboration agreement in 1983 and founded
the company. The joint venture between the Hero Group of India and Japan's Honda Motor
Company has created not only the world's single largest two-wheeler company but also one
of the world's most successful joint ventures. The company started commercial production at
the Dharuhera plant in Haryana in 1985 and introduced its first CD 100 motorcycle to the
market. They introduced the new Sleek motorcycle model to the market in 1989 and
introduced the new CD 100 SS motorcycle model to the market in 1991. The company
launched its exceptional Splendor product on the market in 1995.

It was adjudged as the 7th Top Indian Company by Wallstreet Journal Asia (Top Indian Two
Wheeler Company) in the year 2006. In 2001, in India and globally, the company became the
second-largest two-wheeler manufacturing company. To date, it maintains global leadership
in the industry.

(d) Industry and their Importance:
The company has a market share of approximately 46 percent in the two-wheeler category.
Hero Honda Motors was ranked at #108 in the 2006 Forbes list of the 200 World's Most
Respected Companies. The company's market capitalization was approximately 30,800 crore
on 31 March 2013 (equivalent to about 420 billion or US$ 5.9 billion in 2019).
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HERO MOTOCORP has always kept ahead of its rivals from groundbreaking specialty
campaigns in India to win the sobriquet of 'the company with the most first launches. With
major investments in manufacturing and R&D, it’s one of India’s valued 2 wheeler automobile
companies projecting soaring growth rates.

(e) Overall greatness of the company:
The company launched motorcycles during the 1980s that were popular in India for its fuel
economy and low cost. A popular advertising campaign based on the slogan 'Fill it-Shut it-
Forget it' that emphasized the fuel efficiency of the motorcycle helped the company grow
from the beginning at a double-digit pace. The New Delhi (India) headquartered in Hero
MotoCorp has been at the forefront of designing and developing technologically advanced
motorcycles and scooters for customers around the world, with innovation at the core of its
philosophy.

Hero MotoCorp also set up the 'Hero Tech Center Germany GmbH' in Stephanskirchen, near
Munich, with the goal of creating a robust R&D ecosystem spread across global geographies.

The Hero Tech Center in Germany, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hero MotoCorp, in close
cooperation with the teams at CIT in Jaipur, focuses on the development of new vehicle
concepts and future technologies.

UNDERLYING STOCK RETURNS

Daily Weekly Monthly

Maximum 13.058 25.843 35.72

Minimum -10.999 -9.42 -22.191

Mean -0.014 -0.048 -0.166

Sample Std. Dev. 2.1829 4.731 10.115
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Table: comparison between daily, weekly and monthly risk unadjusted return(%)

From the table we can observe that the average risk unadjusted returns are all negative for all
the daily, weekly and monthly frequencies. A negative return occurs when for a particular
period of time, a company or corporation has a financial loss or lackluster returns on an
investment. Although, Most investors avoid putting their capital in a business that does not
regularly offer positive returns, if they believe the company is well placed for long-term growth,
investors might overlook a negative return for a single tough year. The following are the plots
for risk unadjusted returns of HEROMOTOCO at Daily, Weekly and Monthly frequencies:

Fig : Daily return of underlying stock
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Fig: Weekly return of underlying stock

Fig : Monthly return of underlying stock

UNDERLYING STOCK RISK-ADJUSTED RETURNS

Daily Weekly Monthly

Maximum 13.043 25.768 35.417

Minimum -11.011 -9.485 -22.545

Mean -0.034 -0.109 -0.623

Sample Std. Dev. 2.191 4.717 10.149
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Table : comparison between daily, weekly and monthly risk unadjusted return(%)

From the table we can observe that the average risk adjusted returns are all negative for all
the daily, weekly and monthly frequencies. Economic downturns and recessions can temper
demand from the consumers of a business, and if the global economy is in trouble, even well-
managed businesses could report negative returns on equity and that is probably the reason
for these results as well.

The following are the plots for risk adjusted returns on equities of HEROMOTOCO at Daily,
Weekly and Monthly frequencies

Fig : Daily return of risk adjusted stock
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Fig : Weekly return of risk adjusted stock

Fig : Monthly return of risk adjusted stock

Sharpe Ratio calculates the Reward/Risk Ratio by considering the mean and standard
deviation. It assesses whether a certain risk is worth taking or not.

Risk-Adjusted Return: This is a measure of how much risk is involved in producing some return.
Sharpe Ratio has been used to indicate the Risk-Adjusted Return.

The risk-adjusted returns are always lesser than the unadjusted risk returns. The risk-adjusted
return is a viable indicator, as the unadjusted risk returns may give a misleading picture. To be
profitable, risk-adjusted returns (instead of unadjusted risk returns), should be higher than
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riskfree returns; since if that is not the case, an investor can make higher profits by investing in
the riskfree asset

By annualizing the risk-adjusted return of daily weekly and monthly we get the following result:

Underlying Assets Daily Weekly Monthly
Mean of Excess Return -0.034 -0.109 -0.623

Standard Deviation of Unadjusted Returns 2.1829 4.731 10.115

Sharpe Ratio -0.01557 -0.023 -0.0616

It was noticed that the risk-adjusted returns are always lesser than the risk unadjusted and
more accountable for the risk that has been taken to obtain the desired returns. The standard
deviation was almost the same for both the returns.

We also annualized the given returns wherein Daily, weekly, and monthly returns are -0.0344, -
0.0246, and -0.0197, respectively for risk-unadjusted return and the given returns wherein Daily,
weekly, and monthly returns are -0.0815, -0.0551, and -0.0722 respectively for risk-adjusted
return.

EQUITY FUTURES

i) When it is started
Stock Symbol: HEROMOTOCO

IPO: 14 February 1985
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ii) Lot size and contract specifications.
The lot size is set as 300 shares per lot. Physical delivery location is not available since it is an
equity derivative and all settlements are made in cash. This small lot size is a good indication to
many investors. It ensures smooth production and reflects less inconsistency of the system. This
decreases inventory, improves the quality, and improves the innovation in production.

Symbol HEROMOTOCO

Instrument FUSTK (future stock)

Lot size 300

Price Brands Operating range of 10% of the base price

Trading cycle 3 months-current, Next, Far

Expiry date Last Thursday of expiry month

Daily settlement price Last half hour’s weighted average price

Final settlement price Closing price of underlying on the last trading day of the contract

iii) Overall greatness of the Equity Futures Instrument
As on Nov 24, 2020 10:57:53 IST

Traded Volume (contracts): 3,713

Traded Value * (lacs): 34,316.81

Open Interest: 25,10,400
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RISK UNADJUSTED DAILY, WEEKLY AND MONTHLY DATA FOR NEAR, NEXT
AND FAR MONTHS

The following are the plots for risk unadjusted returns on future contracts of HEROMOTOCO at
Daily, Weekly and Monthly frequencies for near, next and far months respectively:

Near month

Daily Weekly Monthly

Maximum 98.754 25.131 20.239

Minimum -37.332 -11.817 -16.455

Mean 0.2293 -0.0404 -0.1518

Sample Std. Dev. 7.997 4.7753 8.6186

Table : comparison between daily, weekly, and monthly risk unadjusted return(%) of the near
month.
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Fig : Daily return of underlying stock for near month

Fig : Weekly return of underlying stock for near month
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Fig : Monthly return of underlying stock for near month

Next month

Daily Weekly Monthly

Maximum 124.941 24.266 35.37

Minimum -34.951 -10.016 -21.99

Mean 0.2281 -0.0475 -0.0745

Sample Std. Dev. 8.2213 4.6704 10.3362
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Far month

Daily Weekly Monthly

Maximum 128.217 25.08 35.342

Minimum -34.713 -10.189 -22.243

Mean 0.2439 -0.0444 -0.0744

Sample Std. Dev. 8.6838 4.7315 10.269
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RISK ADJUSTED DAILY, WEEKLY AND MONTHLY DATA FOR NEAR, NEXT AND
FAR MONTHS

The following are the plots for risk adjusted returns on future contracts of HEROMOTOCO at
Daily, Weekly and Monthly frequencies for near, next and far months respectively:

Near month

Daily Weekly Monthly

Maximum 9875.399 25.056 19.935

Minimum -3733.192 -11.899 -17.004

Mean 23.456 -0.125 -0.719

Sample Std. Dev. 772.464 4.773 8.762
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Next month

Daily Weekly Monthly

Maximum 12494.044 24.191 35.067

Minimum -3495.113 -8.935 -22.344

Mean 22.419 -0.134 -0.739

Sample Std. Dev. 818.15 4.61 10.454
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Far month

Daily Weekly Monthly

Maximum 12821.676 25.005 35.038

Minimum -3471.337 -9.283 -22.597

Mean 11.133 -0.132 -0.751

Sample Std. Dev. 824.977 4.672 10.377
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In general, risk adjusted returns are better when compared to risk unadjusted returns as they
give the profit relative to the risk in the investor's investment.

Sharpe Ratio Calculations:
Near Month Analysis

Near Month Daily Weekly Monthly

Mean of Excess Return 23.456 -0.125 -0.719

Standard Deviation of Unadjusted Returns 7.997 4.7753 8.6186

Sharpe Ratio 2.933 -0.0262 -0.0834

Next Month Analysis
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Next Month Daily Weekly Monthly

Mean of Excess Return 22.419 -0.134 -0.739

Std. Dev. of Unadjusted returns 8.2213 4.6704 10.3362

Sharpe Ratio 2.727 -0.0287 -0.0715

Far Month Analysis

Next Month Daily Weekly Monthly

Mean of Excess Return 11.133 -0.132 -0.751

Std. Dev. of Unadjusted returns 8.6838 4.7315 10.269

Sharpe Ratio 1.282 -0.0279 -0.0731

Observations
From the above table, it is clear that all the futures trading on a daily frequency results in
positive gains. The sharpe ratio reveals that you might have to suffer losses when trading
futures on a monthly basis for a Near, Next or Far Month basis with Weekly or Monthly
frequency.

We also concur that the underlying stock yields pure losses since the return considering the risk
( Sharpe Ratio ) is negative for these entities.

We also concur that trading underlying assets or futures except on daily frequency leads to
losses.

Even considering all the above stated facts, it is advisable if we do not trade in these futures
or these underlying assets since the sharpe ratio is less than one or negative for the majority of
the above listed entities.

We also realise that trading futures on a daily frequency is safe considering the lower amounts
of deviation and we would advise to purchase futures on a daily frequency for Near,Next or
far month basis.
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Comparison between Underlying asset return & Futures risk adjusted return:

Daily Near Month Next Month Far Month Underlying Assets

Maximum 9875.399 12494.044 12821.676 13.043

Minimum -3733.192 -3495.113 -3471.337 -11.011

Mean of Excess Returns 23.456 22.419 11.133 -0.034

Std. Deviation 772.464 818.15 824.977 2.191

Sharpe Ratio 0.030 0.027 0.013 -0.016

From the above table we can see that return on futures is much better than on underlying
stock, which gives negative returns, on average. So, it is clearly better to choose futures above
underlying stock. Now, in futures , near month and next month are better than far month,
giving double the returns that far month gave.

Weekly Near Month Next Month Far Month Underlying Assets

Maximum 25.056 24.191 25.005 25.768

Minimum -11.899 -8.935 -9.283 -9.485
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Mean of Excess Returns -0.125 -0.134 -0.132 -0.109

Std. Deviation 4.773 4.61 4.672 4.717

Sharpe Ratio -0.026 -0.029 -0.028 -0.023

From the table we can observe that futures and the underlying stocks both gave negative
returns. The company might be making a loss, or this might also be the result of an economic
downturn resulting in decreased demands of the public.

Most investors would not invest , but there might still be some people who think the company
might give profit in long term.

Monthly Near Month Next Month Far Month Underlying Assets

Maximum 19.935 35.067 35.038 35.417

Minimum -17.004 -22.344 -22.597 -22.545

Mean of Excess Returns -0.719 -0.739 -0.751 -0.623

Std. Deviation 8.762 10.454 10.377 10.149

Sharpe Ratio -0.082 -0.071 -0.072 -0.061

From the table we can observe that futures and stocks both give negative returns. Even
though people are making losses, people are making more losses in futures as compared to
the underlying stock.
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Comparison between Underlying asset return & Futures risk unadjusted
return:

Daily Near Month Next Month Far Month Underlying Assets

Maximum 98.754 124.941 128.217 13.058

Minimum -37.332 -34.951 -34.713 -10.999

Mean of Excess Returns 0.2293 0.2281 0.2439 -0.014

Std. Deviation 7.997 8.2213 8.6838 2.1829

Sharpe Ratio 0.029 0.028 0.028 -0.006

From the table we can observe that both the underlying stock as well as the futures give
negative returns. Among them , next month and the underlying stock give almost the same
returns. The near month and far month give slightly lesser loss.

Monthly Near Month Next Month Far Month Underlying Assets

Maximum 20.239 35.37 35.342 35.72

Minimum -16.455 -21.99 -22.243 -22.191

Mean of Excess Returns -0.1518 -0.0745 -0.0744 -0.166

Std. Deviation 8.6186 10.3362 10.269 10.115
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Sharpe Ratio -0.018 -0.007 -0.007 -0.016

From the table we can observe that futures as well as the underlying stock are giving
negative returns. People who believe the company will give better returns in future might still
invest.The loss in underlying assets and Near month is considerably higher than that in Far and
Next month.

Liquidity position

Near Next Far

Average No of Contracts 3713.75 724.22 3.71

Average Open Interest 2510400 175634 455

· For equity shares, the average no of Daily Volume from NOV ‘17 to OCT ’20 was around the
stated.

· Although returns are better for Far Month, people prefer Near (as seen from the average no
of contracts)

· This is because of the comparatively superior liquidity position of the Near Month Frequency.

Contango and Backwardation of FUTURES INSTRUMENT

Terms used to define the structure of the forward curve are Contango and Backwardation.
The forward price of a futures contract is higher than the spot price when the market is in
Contango. Conversely, the forward price of the futures contract is lower than the spot price
when the market is in Backwardation.It is important to note that the future price must
converge with the spot price over time, else it would lead to an arbitrage opportunity.If at
market equilibrium,both spot and futures price does not converge and this is not taken into
account then it can lead to some serious loss/gain for a few investors.
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Inference from Futures and Spot prices Curves:

From the above depicted graphs,it is quite clear that the stock is neither exhibiting proper
Contango or Backwardation in all the 3 contract types for the study period of 3 years.

But Backwardation seems to be the dominant one here as the futures price is always
somewhat lower than the spot price. Backwardation is what happens when the current price
of an underlying asset is higher than the price which is trading in the futures market.

This can lead to some arbitrage opportunity in the market. Investors would like to buy the asset
at futures market prices(at low) and sell them in the spot market prices(at high),thus gaining
profits.

This arbitrage opportunity would exist for sometime till both the futures and spot prices
converge for the underlying asset.
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Effect of Frequency
Trading with multiple frequencies can help the investor in yielding a higher return.

From the above facts, we can conclude that trading on daily frequency yields higher return
than weekly or monthly frequencies. But this comes with a cost where the standard deviation
of daily frequency might become an issue.

We also compare the ratios between the underlying assets and the futures wherein we feel
the underlying assets have a higher chance of return based on the sharpe ratio analysis.

OPTIONS

For calculating option price, we have the binomial option pricing model. Standard deviation
was calculated for the previous three months, and this standard deviation was used to
calculate volatility and then the volatility was annualized to get the annualized volatility term.
The strike price was chosen to be ₹2800 for Call option as most options were traded on this
strike price or this strike price had the maximum open interest value.

The standard deviation for three months was 31.27%, and the volatility was calculated to be
1.1692(upward) and 0.8552(downward).

On April 3, 2018, by substituting the values in the option pricing formula of the binomial option
pricing model, we got the option price to be 176.08 while the actual settlement price was
180.55.

This deviation was observed because, for calculation, implied volatility was used and the
future macroeconomic market conditions were not taken into consideration for that period of
time.
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Conclusion

As can be inferred from the above analysis, Hero MotoCorp was severely affected by the
global pandemic CoVID-19. It is trying hard to bounce back but is currently a loss making
investment. We also came to the conclusion that Investors should prefer risk-adjusted returns
since they describe a much more accountable picture. Comparing the underlying assets and
futures, we concluded that it is more beneficial to invest in underlying assets than futures. If the
frequencies are taken into account, monthly frequencies come in handy as long term
investment but daily frequency trading with higher standard deviation and higher risk seems
more rewarding in terms of returns. We also feel that the investor trades in futures for risk-
hedging wherein its better to trade in near month where the liquidity is higher than next or far
month. For analysing the contango and backwardation trends, the company majorly follows
backwardation which can be seen in the analysis.
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HDFC Bank Limited

(HDFCBANK.NS) 

SECTION 1: (UNDERLYING ASSETS- EQUITY)

Nature of the business
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HDFC Bank Limited is an Indian banking and financial services company headquartered in
Mumbai, Maharashtra.

A subsidiary of the Housing Development Finance Corporation, HDFC Bank was incorporated
in 1994, with its registered office in Mumbai, Maharashtra, India. Its first corporate office and a
full-service branch at Sandoz House, Worli were inaugurated by the then Union Finance
Minister, Manmohan Singh.

Public or private ownership

HDFC Bank is India's largest private sector bank by assets. It is the largest bank in India by
market capitalisation as of March 2020.

When did these companies started & under what circumstances?

The Housing Development Finance Corporation Limited or HDFC was among the first financial
institutions in India to obtain an “in principle” approval from the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to
set up a bank in the private sector. This was achieved as part of RBI’s policy for liberalisation of
the Indian banking industry in 1994. HDFC Bank was incorporated in August 1994 in the name
of HDFC Bank Limited, with its registered office in Mumbai, India. The bank commenced
operations as a Scheduled Commercial Bank in January 1995.

Which Industry they belong to? And their importance in the industry?

HDFC bank belongs to the financial service industry. It has developed considerable
experience in retail mortgage lending to various business sectors and also has a broad
corporate customer base through its housing related credit facilities.

Moreover, HDFC Bank was a part of the first merger of two private banks in the New
Generation private sector banks category. HDFC Bank merged with Times Bank in February
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2000. In 2008, Centurion Bank was acquired by HDFC Bank. HDFC Bank Board approved the
acquisition of CBoP for ₹95.1 billion in one of the largest mergers in the financial sector in India.

With the Digital Transformation and Mobility Banking (DTMB) team at the forefront, HDFC Bank
has launched a host of highly successful digital banking products. These include 30-minute
paper-less Auto Loans using Biometric technology, 10-second Personal Loan on NetBanking,
PayZapp, Chillr, LITE App, Missed Call Recharge, Instant loans at ATM and the recently
introduced Robotic Assistant (IRA) at HDFC Bank branches.

Overall greatness of the companies

HDFC Bank provides a number of products and services including wholesale banking, retail
banking, treasury, auto loans, two-wheeler loans, personal loans, loans against property,
consumer durable loan, lifestyle loan and credit cards.

In March 2020, HDFC (parent company of HDFC BANK) made an investment of ₹1,000 crores in
Yes bank. As per the scheme of reconstruction of Yes Bank, 75% of the total investment by the
corporation would be locked in for three years.

HDFC Bank's Parivartan initiative, for improving the socio-economic conditions of rural families
in selected villages has spent ₹535 crores in FY19-20

HDFC Bank has recently launched the first "Humanoid" in the domestic banking space. The
human-sized robot IRA, will be deployed at a city branch very soon. The robot will act as an
assistant to augment existing services that are being offered in the branches.
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UNDERLYING STOCK RETURNS

Daily Weekly Monthly

Maximum 11.6 13.663 16.232

Minimum -12.607 -17.475 -26.812

Mean 0.051 0.23 1.019

Sample Std. Dev. 1.7297 3.552 7.772
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UNDERLYING STOCK RISK-ADJUSTED RETURNS
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Daily Weekly Monthly

Maximum 10.095 13.588 15.928

Minimum -12.62 -17.557 -27.166

Mean 0.022 0.151 0.562

Sample Std. Dev. 1.68 3.549 7.78
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Sharpe Ratios:

Underlying Assets Daily Weekly Monthly

Mean of Excess Return 0.022 0.151 0.562

Standard Deviation of Unadjusted Returns 1.7297 3.552 7.772

Sharpe Ratio 0.0127 0.0425 0.07231

Economic Interpretation
We have succinctly explained the concept of Risk adjusted return and the concept of Sharpe
ratio which explains the meaning of Return achieved per unit of risk taken. By annualizing the
given data we achieve the above listed set of Sharpe ratios for the stated.

Comparison between risk-adjusted and risk unadjusted return:
After analysing the report, we conclude that the risk-adjusted returns are always less than the
risk-unadjusted returns. We also observed that the standard deviations are almost the same for
both the returns.

We also learnt that the Risk-adjusted returns are more accountable than the risk-unadjusted
returns. All the returns are also positive, We came to understand that the sharpe ratio is positive
meaning that investment in the discussed yields more than the risk free rate.

We also annualized the given returns wherein Daily, weekly, and monthly returns are 0.1359,
0.1268, and 0.1293, respectively for risk-unadjusted return and the given returns wherein Daily,
weekly, and monthly returns are 0.0565, 0.0816, and 0.0695 respectively for risk-adjusted return.
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We concur that the sharpe ratio is the highest for monthly return but still lower than one
meaning you are risking more than earning returns. We deem this investment to be aggressive
and not so profitable.

EQUITY FUTURES

When it is started
Stock Symbol: HDFCBANK

Stock Exchange NSE - National Stock Exchange of India

IPO: 19 May 1995

Lot size and contract specifications
The lot size is set as 550 shares per lot. There is no physical delivery location since it is an equity
derivative and all settlements are made in cash. The small lot size is a positive sign for many
investors.

Symbol HDFCBANK

Instrument FUSTK (future stock)

Lot size 550

Price Brands Operating range of 10% of the base price

Trading cycle 3 months-current, Next, Far

Expiry date Last Thursday of expiry month

Daily settlement price Last half hour’s weighted average price

Final settlement price Closing price of underlying on the last trading day of the contract
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Overall greatness of the Equity Futures Instrument

As on Nov 23, 2020 10:49:22 IST

· Traded Volume (contracts): 13,728

· Traded Value * (lacs): 1,05,689.74

· Open Interest: 3,16,60,750

HDFC Bank has a huge value with respect to its open interest.

RISK UNADJUSTED DAILY, WEEKLY AND MONTHLY DATA FOR NEAR, NEXT
AND FAR MONTHS

Near month

Daily Weekly Monthly

Maximum 122.692 13.197 18.198

Minimum -63.41 -46.986 -44.206

Mean 0.7059 0.0007 -0.0836

Sample Std. Dev. 13.1701 5.1911 10.7556
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Near month

Daily Weekly Monthly

Maximum 124.757 13.117 18.276

Minimum -64.337 -46.942 -44.739

Mean 0.6614 --0.0014 -0.053

Sample Std. Dev. 12.7657 5.1546 11.016
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Far month
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Daily Weekly Monthly

Maximum 128.815 12.542 18.392

Minimum -64.27 -47.084 -44.79

Mean 0.6743 -0.0122 -0.0544

Sample Std. Dev. 0.6743 5.0982 10.999
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RISK ADJUSTED DAILY, WEEKLY AND MONTHLY DATA FOR NEAR, NEXT AND
FAR MONTHS

Near month

Daily Weekly Monthly

Maximum 12269.223 13.122 14.951
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Minimum -6340.996 -47.09 -44.651

Mean 68.967 -0.19 -1.063

Sample Std. Dev. 1265.641 5.169 10.442
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Next month

Daily Weekly Monthly

Maximum 12475.689 13.05 14.684

Minimum -6433.76 -47.046 -45.184

Mean 69.925 -0.192 -1.033

Sample Std. Dev. 1273.215 5.132 10.716
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Far month

Daily Weekly Monthly

Maximum 12821.676 25.005 35.038

Minimum -3471.337 -9.283 -22.597

Mean 11.133 -0.132 -0.751

Sample Std. Dev. 824.977 4.672 10.377
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Sharpe Ratio Calculations:

Near Month Analysis:

Near Month Daily Weekly Monthly

Mean of Excess Return 68.967 -0.19 -1.063

Std. Dev. of Unadjusted returns 13.1701 5.1911 10.7556

Sharpe Ratio 5.237 -0.037 -0.099

Next Month Analysis:

Next Month Daily Weekly Monthly
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Mean of Excess Return 69.925 --0.192 -1.033

Std. Dev. of Unadjusted returns 1273.215 5.132 10.716

Sharpe Ratio 0.055 0.037 -0.096

Far Month Analysis:

Far Month Daily Weekly Monthly

Mean of Excess Return 70.975 -0.205 -1.038

Std. Dev. of Unadjusted returns 1292.591 5.074 10.692

Sharpe Ratio 0.055 -0.040 -0.097

Observations

From the above table, it is clear that all the underlying assets and futures trading on a daily
frequency results in positive gains. The sharpe ratio reveals that you might have to suffer losses
when trading futures on a monthly basis for a Near, Next or Far Month basis.

We also concur that the underlying stock yields risky profit since the return considering the risk
( Sharpe Ratio ) is positive for these entities.

We also concur that trading futures on a Next month basis will lead the maximum
profit/minimum losses compared to the Near or far month basis. Even considering all the
above stated facts, it is advisable if we do not trade in these futures or these underlying assets
since the sharpe ratio is less than one for all the above listed entities.
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We also realise that trading futures on a daily frequency yields high amounts of Deviation
resulting in confusion. We advise to proceed with caution when getting involved with the listed
futures.

Comparison between Underlying asset return & Futures risk adjusted return:

Daily Near Month Next Month Far Month Underlying Assets

Maximum 12269.223 12475.689 12881.519 10.095

Minimum -6340.996 -6433.76 -6427.036 -12.62

Mean of Excess Returns 68.967 69.925 70.975 0.022

Std. Deviation 1265.641 1273.215 1292.591 1.68

Sharpe Ratio 0.054 0.055 0.055 0.013

From the table we can observe that futures give much better returns as compared to the
underlying assets. Among the futures, investing in the Far month or Next month give slightly
better returns than investing in the near month.
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Weekly Near Month Next Month Far Month Underlying Assets

Maximum 13.122 13.05 12.475 13.588

Minimum -47.09 -47.046 -47.188 -17.557

Mean of Excess Returns -0.19 -0.192 -0.205 0.151

Std. Deviation 5.169 5.132 5.074 3.549

Sharpe Ratio -0.037 -0.037 -0.040 0.043

From the table we can observe that futures give negative returns whereas the underlying asset
gives positive returns. Here clearly , investing in the underlying asset is a better option. Among
the futures, investing in the Far month leads to greater losses as compared to Next month and
Near month.

Monthly Near Month Next Month Far Month Underlying Assets

Maximum 14.951 14.684 14.099 15.928

Minimum -44.651 -45.184 -45.235 -27.166

Mean of Excess Returns -1.063 -1.033 -1.038 0.562
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Std. Deviation 10.442 10.716 10.692 7.78

Sharpe Ratio -0.102 -0.096 -0.097 0.072

From the table we can observe that futures result in losses while the underlying asset gives
profit. Here, the underlying asset is the obvious choice. Among futures , Near month gives
higher losses as compared to Next month and Far month.

Comparison between Underlying asset return & Futures risk unadjusted
return:

Daily Near Month Next Month Far Month Underlying Assets

Maximum 122.692 124.757 128.815 11.6

Minimum -63.41 -64.337 -64.27 -12.607

Mean of Excess Returns 0.7059 0.6614 0.6743 0.051

Std. Deviation 13.1701 12.7657 12.9551 1.7297

Sharpe Ratio 0.054 0.052 0.052 0.029

From the table we can observe that futures give better returns as compared to the underlying
asset. Among the futures, Near month is better in terms of returns as compared to Next month
and Far month , which gives similar returns.
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Weekly Near Month Next Month Far Month Underlying Assets

Maximum 13.197 13.117 12.542 13.663

Minimum -46.986 -46.942 -47.084 -17.475

Mean of Excess Returns 0.0007 -0.0014 -0.0122 0.23

Std. Deviation 5.1911 5.1546 5.0982 3.552

Sharpe Ratio 0.000 0.000 -0.002 0.065

From the table we can observe that the underlying asset is better than the futures in terms of
return on investment. The Next month and the Far month are giving negative returns while the
Near month gives a slightly better positive return.

Monthly Near Month Next Month Far Month Underlying Assets

Maximum 18.198 18.276 18.392 16.232

Minimum -44.206 -44.739 -44.79 -26.812

Mean of Excess Returns -0.0836 -0.053 -0.0544 1.019

Std. Deviation 10.7556 11.016 10.999 7.772

Sharpe Ratio -0.008 -0.005 -0.005 0.131
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From the table we can see that only the underlying asset gives positive returns while the futures
give negative returns. The underlying asset is clearly the better option in order to get returns.
Among the futures, the Near month leads to more losses as compared to the Far month and
the next month.

Liquidity position

Near Next Far

Average No of Contracts 13,728 575 2

Average Open Interest 31660750 63655 213

For equity shares, the average no of Daily Volume from NOV ‘17 to OCT ’20 was around the
stated.

· Although returns are better for Far Month, people prefer Near (as seen from the average no
of contracts)

· This is because of the comparatively superior liquidity position of the Near Month Frequency.

Contango and Backwardation of FUTURES INSTRUMENT
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Terms used to define the structure of the forward curve are Contango and Backwardation.
The forward price of a futures contract is higher than the spot price when the market is in
Contango. Conversely, the forward price of the futures contract is lower than the spot price
when the market is in Backwardation.It is important to note that the future price must
converge with the spot price over time, else it would lead to an arbitrage opportunity.If at
market equilibrium,both spot and futures price does not converge and this is not taken into
account then it can lead to some serious loss/gain for a few investors.
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Inference from Futures and Spot prices Curves:

From the above depicted graphs,it is quite clear that the stock is neither exhibiting proper
Contango or Backwardation in all the 3 contract types for the study period of 3 years.

But Contango seems to be the dominant one here as the futures price is always somewhat
greater than the spot price.Contango is what happens when the current price of an
underlying asset is lower than the price which is trading in the futures market.

This can lead to some arbitrage opportunity in the market. Investors would like to buy the asset
at spot prices(at low) and sell them in the futures market(at high),thus gaining profits.

This arbitrage opportunity would exist for sometime till both the futures and spot prices
converge for the underlying asset.

Effect of Frequency
Trading with multiple frequencies can help the investor in yielding a higher return. From the
above facts, we can conclude that trading on daily frequency yields higher return than
weekly or monthly frequencies. But this comes with a cost where the standard deviation of
daily frequency might become an issue.

We also compare the ratios between the underlying assets and the futures wherein we feel
the underlying assets have a higher chance of return based on the sharpe ratio analysis.

OPTIONS

For calculating option price, we have the binomial option pricing model. Standard deviation
was calculated for the previous three months, and this standard deviation was used to
calculate volatility and then the volatility was annualized to get the annualized volatility term.
The strike price was chosen to be ₹1000 for Call option as most options were traded on this
strike price or this strike price had the maximum open interest value.

The standard deviation for three months was 25.46%, and the volatility was calculated to be
1.1358(upward) and 0.8804(downward).
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On April 3, 2018, by substituting the values in the option pricing formula of the binomial option
pricing model, we got the option price to be 90.99 while the actual settlement price was
100.70.

This deviation was observed because, for calculation, implied volatility was used and the
future macroeconomic market conditions were not taken into consideration for that period of
time.

Conclusion

As can be inferred from the above analysis, HDFC Bank was severely affected by the global
pandemic CoVID-19. It is trying hard to bounce back but is currently an edgy profit making
investment. We also came to the conclusion that Investors should prefer risk-adjusted returns
since they describe a much more accountable picture. Comparing the underlying assets and
futures, we concluded that it is more beneficial to invest in underlying assets than futures. If the
frequencies are taken into account, monthly frequencies come in handy as long term
investment but daily frequency trading with higher standard deviation and higher risk seems
more rewarding in terms of returns. We also feel that the investor trades in futures for risk-
hedging wherein its better to trade in near month where the liquidity is higher than next or far
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month. For analysing the contango and backwardation trends, the company majorly follows
contango which can be seen in the analysis.
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